DERMASPA

PR I CE

L I S T

“My vision was simply to create the perfect beauty
destination which offers every kind of treatment
to make you look and feel special – I like to call it
pampering with results!”

DermaSPA
N I L A M PAT E L

Nilam and Peter Holmes, along with their team
welcome you to the Dermaspa clinic. A luxury beauty
destination where you can relax and enjoy some
much deserved pampering.
Our philosophy is to combine science with beauty to
provide the most up to date treatments that work.
At Dermaspa we don’t believe that one treatment fits
all – that’s why each individual treatment is bespoke
to you. At the core of every service is a personalised
consultation with your Therapist to ensure the result
is perfectly tailored to you. Together we create a
personalised treatment plan for maximum results.

Eye Treatments

High Definition Brows

Enhance your eyes with our range of eyelash treatments,
from a lash tint to a root lift or add temporary length and
volume with Nouveau lash extensions.
NATURAL LASHES

The High Definition Brows treatment, founded by
Nilam Holmes, is an eyebrow shaping treatment that
focuses on design. This treatment is now known as the
UK’s number one salon brow treatment, thanks to an
expanding list of A-List fans and beauty editor converts.

Custom blended tint is applied to your lashes to semi permanently
colour for up to 6 weeks. For male clients our ombre tint technique
ensures a natural enhancement for sparse or short lashes. Our lash
lifting treatment is perfect to create a wide eyed look for those who
use lash curlers regularly and have naturally very straight eyelashes.

After a consultation to discuss your style, our Therapist will map your
brow and apply the ‘High Definition Design Formula’ developed by
Nilam herself to ensure they create the perfect brow for your face
shape. This formula involves a combination of techniques including
tinting, waxing and threading using specialist High Definition products.

Lash Tint 						

£20

LVL

£65

LASH EXTENSIONS
Enhance your lashes by adding length and volume with long lasting
eyelash extensions. Your Therapist will design your look using different
lengths and thickness of lashes to create a natural or voluminous look.
Lash Extensions
Two Week Lash Extension Infills

£95
£55

High Definition Brows Signature

£40

High Definition Brows Signature Rebook

£35

High Definition Brows Men

£30

High Definition Brows Express (excludes tinting)

£25

High Definition Brows Lightening (signature & lightening)

£45

High Definition Brows Junior (excludes tinting for under 16’s)
Dermaspa ‘Henna Brow’

£15
£45

A PATCH TEST IS REQUIRED 48 HOURS PRIOR TO ANY TINTING TREATMENT. IF YOU HAVE ANY HISTORY OF HAIR DYE
ALLERGIES, YOU WILL BE UNSUITABLE FOR THE TREATMENT AND SHOULD NOT CARRY OUT THE PATCH TEST. A WAX
TEST CAN ALSO BE PROVIDED 24 HOURS PRIOR TO YOUR TREATMENT, SIMPLY REQUEST AT THE TIME OF BOOKING.

NATURAL NAILS
Pedicure (no polish)

£35

Manicure (no polish)

£20

LUXURY NAILS

Nail Lounge
Fingers and toes are pampered to perfection
in our specially designed Nail Lounge.
A full range of hand and foot treatments
are available using Gelish gel systems for
two to three week polishes.

Pedicure

£40

Manicure

£27.50

ANTI AGEING HAND TREATMENT
Using a specially formulated Vitamin A Peel to
exfoliate and generate new cell growth helping
pigmentation, blemishes and fine lines

£20

GEL POLISH
Fingers

£32

Toes

£37

With Natural Nails Pedicure

£49

Gel Polish Removal (prior to reapplication)
Without Re-application and Including Natural Manicure

£5
£20

NAIL EXTENSIONS
Full Set

£60

Rebalance/Infill (2-3 weeks)

£25

Polish Supplement

£10

Gel Supplement

£20

Single Nail Repair

£7.50

Hair Removal
WAXING
Specially blended strip & hot wax is used to remove unwanted
hair from all areas of the body

Makeup
Trained by Nilam, our Makeup Artists are on
hand for exclusive makeovers, lessons and advice.

Makeup Application
(45 mins, £25 redeemable against products)
Occasion Makeup
(1 hour, includes lashes - £25 redeemable against products)
Makeup Lesson
(2 hours, redeemable on full bridal booking)
Bridal Trial
Bridal
Bridesmaid
On Location (please contact reception for details)

£50
£100
£150
£75
£200

Lower Leg

£20

Back

£30

Full Leg

£35

Shoulder

£32

Upper Leg

£25

Back And Shoulders

£45

Lower Arm

£20

Brazilian Bikini

£35

Upper Arm

£15

Hollywood Bikini

£40

Back Of Neck

£30

Full Leg
(Inc. basic bikini)

£42

Full Leg
(Inc. hollywood bikini)

£56

Full Leg
(Inc. brazilian bikini)

£52

Full Arm
(including underarm)

£30

Underarm

£15

Basic Bikini

£15

Chest

£38

Stomach

£20

£75
POA

FACIAL THREADING AND WAXING
Upper Lip

£5

Full Face

Chin

£5

(not including brows)

£25

Nostrils

£12

Cheeks

£10

SKIN RESURFACER
Ultrasonic vibrations are used to gently exfoliate dead skin cells and
deeply penetrate tailored serums into the skin. Skin peeling agents
(lactic or glycolic acid) can be used within the treatment for deeper
exfoliation. This is excellent for problem and acne prone skin.

Facials and Specialist
Skin Treatments
Our Skin treatments are developed by renowned
aesthetic doctor and Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons; Dr Al Saleh alongside Nilam Holmes to
produce effective visible results. The Collagenwave is
world renowned and a secret of many VIPs.
With over 25 years’ industry experience, Dr Saleh
and Nilam are committed to a results driven 4 way
approach to anti-ageing skincare which is available
exclusively in the Dermaspa clinic. Our skin experts
carry out a full consultation and skin analysis to
formulate your treatment plan.

Face

£75

Back

£95

FACIALS
Personalised phyto aromatic skincare, drawn from essential oils,
fruit and plant extracts and marine active ingredients. Yonka facial
treatments provide holistic pampering with results.
HYDRALESSENCE (60 min)
Long lasting deep hydrating facial. This high performance treatment
will quickly help to restore balance, suppleness, and softness.
Result: skin is renewed, soothed, and rebalanced; softness and beauty are restored

£75

OPTIMIZER (75 min)
Lifting and firming facial. Stimulates the skin’s natural regeneration
processes, it optimises firmness, reduces wrinkles and fine lines
and intensifies glow.
Result: visibly younger skin that is firmer and smoother, redefined facial contours.

£85

LE GRAND CLASSIQUE (95 min)
Deep pore cleansing, restoring and relaxing facial leaving you with
clean, perfectly balanced skin and a radiant complexion.
Result: purified skin, a toned complexion, and optimum relaxation

£90

COLLAGENWAVE SKIN TIGHTENING

SKIN PEELS

Blending beauty with science through a combination of radio
frequency and ultrasound waves, this unique non-invasive,
non-ablative and non-surgical therapy delivers a highly effective
treatment that tightens the skin’s tissues - helping to contour and
sculpt, diminishing fine lines and wrinkles, and rejuvenating the skin.

Medical grade acids and home care products are used to deeply
exfoliate the skin and generate healthy new cell growth. This
treatment is ideal for acne scarring, pigmentation, blemishes and
fine lines. Home care products will be advised by your Therapist.
RED CARPET PEELS

Face (Regular Session - 45 Minutes)

£150

Face (Regular Session - 60 Minutes)

£200

Face (Extended Session - 90 Minutes)

£275

COLLAGENWAVE ULTRA
Collagenwave ULTRA takes radio frequency to the next level,
enabling the Therapist to target problem areas. Radio frequency
is delivered into deeper layers of the skin, using an ultra fine
needle, to produce a higher level of skin tightening.
The procedure is carried out by a specially trained Therapist and
is excellent for tightening stubborn areas such as eyelids and tear
troughs. It is also effective in plumping lips and reducing superficial
fatty tissue in the jowels and chin.
Collagenwave ULTRA is often used in conjunction with dermal
fillers and botox to increase effectiveness and longevity.
Spot Areas

From £350

Lower Face

From £650

(specialist treatment / full consultation needed)

Combats common skin issues such as; clogged pores, breakouts,
dull and uneven complexion leaving a radiant, refreshed, healthy
looking skin. This treatment incurs no downtime.
Salicylic

£75

Glycolic

£75

TREATMENT PEELS
Targets specific skin concerns with optimum results.
This tratment is mild in nature and incurs no downtime.
Mild TCA

£120

Vitamin A

£150

Specialist Treatments
Resident RGN Nurse Bridgid Hickey and Dr Saleh carry
out aesthetic procedures from botox to fillers and skin
rejuvenation in our Medical Suite. It is recommended
that some treatments are combined, for best results
we have recommended packages. Consultation prior
to treatment is necessary.
BOTOX

Dermal Fillers are used for plumping fine and deeper lines. They are
effective in adding lost volume to areas of the face such as the lips,
cheek bones, hollows of the cheeks, temples and tear trough area.
A variety of fillers including Juvaderm, Voluma, Restylane, Sub Q,
and Sculptura can be used to achieve optimum results.
A consultation is required and our medical practitioner will advise
on which is most suitable for you. We strongly advise that deeper
fillers should be used in conjunction with Collagenwave.
Price given on consultation/combined areas will qualify for discount

Botulinum Toxin is used to temporarily freeze facial muscles
and soften facial features. It is also used effectively to control
hyperhidrosis (excessive sweating).
1 Area

DERMAL FILLERS

£195

2 Areas

£250

3 Areas

£295

4 Areas

£350

Full Face and Neck

£375

Underarms Hyperhidrosis (excessive sweating)

£450

Lips

From

£300

Cheeks

From

£400

Jaw Line

From

£400

Temples and Hollows

From

£600

Tear Trough

From

£400

Non Listed Areas

From

£300

What are the Benefits of
Permanent Cosmetics?
Permanent makeup is a cosmetic form of tattooing.
Using computerised technology, or a hand held tool
(referred to as microblading), pharmaceutical grade
pigments are ‘tattooed’ into the upper dermis of the
skin to define lips, eyes and brows.
Permanent cosmetics are the future of the beauty industry and are used
increasingly for cosmetic and ‘medical’ purposes to complement the
work of Surgeons, Aesthetic Doctors and Ophthalmologists.
Permanent cosmetics can be used to enhance your features for those
who simply want to look better naturally, or to create a more made up
look for those who don’t want to spend hours in front of the mirror.
The results of this treatment can be as subtle or dramatic as desired,
permanent cosmetics are suitable for both women and men of all ages.
Your Technician will consult with you to decide the best
method, style and colour to suit you.
All our Technicians are hand picked by Nilam and have worked
along side her for over 10 years and are fully qualified with a
wealth of experience within the industry.

EYES
This treatment is suitable for anyone that wants to enhance their
eye shape, size and colour. It is perfect for sporty types and
contact lens wearers.
A Lash Enhancement, with soft shading or tiny dots between
the lashes, gives the appearance of thicker looking lashes and
definition to the eye.
For a more ‘made up’ look you can choose from a soft shaded to
a dramatic liquid liner effect.
MEN’S EYELASH ENHANCEMENT

£545

EYELASH ENHANCEMENT (within lash bed)

£595

EXTENDED EYELASH ENHANCEMENT
(with added shading, specialist eyeliner.
liquid style and precision type eyeliners.)

£725

EYEBROWS
This is the perfect treatment for people with little or no eyebrows
and those with scars through the brow.
You can choose from a natural hair stroke effect or a soft powdered
effect depending on the look you would like to create.
HAIRSTROKE/SOFT POWDER

£695

PLEASE NOTE: TREATMENTS WITH NILAM ARE CHARGED AT A PREMIUM, STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
AND CANNOT BE GUARANTEED.

LIPS
This treatment is ideal for those who always wear lipstick and
those who have lost the colour or shape of the lip through the
ageing process. An uneven lip shape can be corrected and small
lips can be made to look fuller and more youthful.
You can choose from a soft natural lip blush to a defined lip liner
or full lip colour for a more made up look.
LIP LINER (soft or defined)

£625

LIP BLUSH (with soft line)

£675

LIP BLUSH (with definite line)

£695

FULL LIP COLOUR

£695

PLEASE NOTE: TREATMENTS WITH NILAM ARE CHARGED AT A PREMIUM, STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
AND CAN NOT BE GUARANTEED.

Paramedical
Permanent makeup is an excellent treatment
to assist those who have lost their eyelashes and
brows through Alopecia and Chemotherapy.
It can be used to create the colour and shape of the areola after
breast reconstructive surgery or to correct the shape of uneven
areola. It is also effective when used to camouflage scars and small
areas of Vitiligo.
Paramedical treatments are heavily reliant on the condition of
the skin and nature of the scar/condition. Therefore we cannot
guarantee results.
Multiple treatments may be required to achieve the best result
PARAMEDICAL
Scar Camouflage

From

£200

Vitiligo Camouflage

From

£200

AREOLA
Colour Enhancement

£600

Shape Correction/Enlargement

£700

Single Reconstruction

£495

Double Reconstruction

£795

Maintenance and Colour Boost
Once you’ve had your initial permanent makeup
procedure, the colour will begin to fade gradually.
The longevity of your result depends on a number
of factors including medications, exposure to the
sun and the rate at which your skin exfoliates.
On average the colour will remain visible for approximately
three years, although you may have particles of pigment in the skin
permanently. We recommend a colour boost approximately every
eighteen months to keep your results looking fresh. This involves
a single visit in most cases although some clients may require
a top up on this procedure within three months.

We have found that clients; with Alopecia, clients that have had or
are having treatments such as Chemotherapy, Radiotherapy and
acne treatment do not retain colour as well, so colour boosts are
required more frequently.
To prolong colour retention we advise limited exposure to the sun
and any products which may exfoliate the skin. We advise use of
barrier cream and a cream of at least 30 SPF to protect whilst
swimming or sunbathing.
All lip and eyebrow treatments include a free 2nd application between
1 and 3 months. This is not always necessary but may be required if the
colour does not heal evenly. If a further top up is required a small charge
will be incurred.
Extra Top Up Within 6 Months

£75

Colour Boost Within 12 Months

£225

Colour Boost Within 18 Months

£250

Colour Boost Within 24 Months

£295

Colour Boost Within 36 Months

£395

Frequently Asked Questions
WHAT HAPPENS DURING
A TREATMENT?
After an initial consultation, the shape
and colour of your treatment is agreed
upon between the client and Technician
and the pigment is placed into the skin
accordingly. The whole process for
one area takes approximately 1 hour
30 minutes. The treatment is painless
as a topical numbing agent is used
throughout the treatment.
HOW LONG WILL THE EFFECTS LAST?
Some pigment will remain in the skin
permanently but will gradually fade over
time. It varies from client to client but
generally lasts approximately 3 years.
Eyebrows tend to fade faster than eyes
and lips. The colour will start to fade as
the skin exfoliates and we recommend
a colour boost between 12-24 months to
maintain freshness. Medical conditions
and medicines can cause pigment to
fade faster.
WILL I GET MY RESULT STRAIGHT AWAY?
The colour will be approximately 50%
darker and a lot stronger for up to a week
after treatment. The area will become dry
and flakey 3–7 days after the treatment.

You can usually go about your daily
routine immediately, but some clients
experience some swelling and redness
which normally subsides within 48 hours.
After 1 week your colour will appear to
have disappeared, but the pigment will
start to develop between 2 to 6 weeks.
After your first application you may find
your colour has not healed evenly.
This is dependent on your skin and
personal healing process. This is normally
balanced in your second ‘top up’
procedure; 1-3 months if required.
WHAT IF FASHIONS CHANGE?
We would never perform a treatment that
is too dramatic or trendy. The idea is to
enhance rather than change your features.
Colours are chosen to compliment your
skin tone, hair and eye colour. Colours
can be intensified or changed at any time
if you wish.
WHAT ABOUT ALLERGIC REACTION?
Tattoo pigments have been used for
thousands of years and reactions are
very rare. Nouveau Contour pigments
are of the highest grade and are
hypo-allergenic. However we do always
advices a patch test.

DOES PERMANENT MAKEUP WORK
ON EVERYBODY’S SKIN?
We have found that permanent makeup
results can be unsuccessful on some
skin types. These include clients with
very oily skin and large open pores in
the treatment area. We have also found
Alopecia and Chemotherapy patients
tend to have uneven healing and poor
colour retention.
Additional top up treatments may be
required at a small cost, however it is
strongly inadvisable to tattoo an area more
than 3 times within the period of a year.
We never guarantee results but we
will always use our best judgement to
obtain the best result possible. You
will be professionally advised during
your consultation if we feel you are not
suitable for this treatment.
Pregnant or nursing mothers are not able
to have permanent cosmetics.
IS THERE ANY CHANCE OF INFECTION?
The strictest sterilisation procedures are
adhered to at all times. A new, single use
disposable, sterile needle is used for your
complete safety. All procedures conform

to the British and European Health and
Safety standards. Lip treatments may
occasionally cause a cold sore. Clients
who are prone to an outbreak should
use a topical treatment for a few days
beforehand.
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MICROBLADING
& MACHINE TATTOOING ?
Both are a form of tattooing and achieve
similar results. Microblading involves
implanting pigment into the skin using
a hand held tool whereas the machine
method uses digital vibrations to implant
the colour. Your Technician will advise on
which method will suit your skin type and
requirements best. Sometimes we find it
necessary to combine the two techniques.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
We advise all clients to read through the clinic terms
and conditions before making a booking.
These are put in place to safeguard the Dermaspa
clinic and to ensure the best standard of service
is offered to each of our clients. When booking an
appointment you are agreeing to the Dermaspa clinic
terms and conditions stated below.
CANCELLATION POLICY
We remind clients that in order to change or cancel
an appointment, details of such must be passed
to us at least 24 hours prior to your appointment
[NOTICE PERIOD]. Cancellation of appointments
must be made via the phone; we do not accept any
cancellations via email or text.
MISSED APPOINTMENTS
All missed or cancelled appointments (which do not
adhere to the notice period) will lose any deposit
paid or incur a set £10 charge to their account.
All account debts must be paid on your next visit
to the Dermaspa clinic before further appointments
can take place. This charge has been put in place
to give the Dermaspa clinic the opportunity to
accommodate other clients needing appointments
at busy periods.
MULTIPLE APPOINTMENTS
All multiple treatments lasting over an hour at peak
times may require a compulsory £15 deposit at
the time of booking to confirm your appointment
whether via phone or in person. The deposit will
be deducted from your final bill at the time of
your appointment. Please note, this deposit is
non-refundable should your appointment not be
cancelled in line with our notice period.
DEPOSITS
A 50% deposit will be charged to secure any
permanent makeup procedures
ARRIVAL TIME
We ask that all clients arrive 10 minutes prior
to their appointment.

CONSENT/CONSULTATION FORMS
A number of our treatments require you to fill out
a consent form prior to the procedure. This will be
filed for future reference and treated with the utmost
confidence in line with the DPA 1998.
NOISE LEVELS
We ask all of our clients to keep noise to a minimum
during your visit and insist that all mobiles are
switched to ‘silent’ for the consideration of other
clients receiving relaxing treatments nearby.
CHILDREN
For insurance reasons and the comfort of other
clients, we have a strict policy at the Dermaspa clinic.
We cannot accept any responsibility for a child’s
welfare so for the safety of staff, the clinic, and the
child we ask our clients not to bring young children
onto the premises (below the age of 13 years).
TARIFF
We reserve the right to amend, modify and alter the
tariff for individual treatments and packages without
prior notice to our clients.
THERAPIST REQUEST
We always endeavour to book client appointments
with the Therapist of choice, however we cannot
guarantee this. We will do our upmost to notify the
client prior to their appointment should any changes
occur or should their requested Therapist become
unavailable. Despite this, our Notice Period must
always be observed should you wish to change or
cancel your appointment for any reason.
GIFT VOUCHERS
Gift vouchers cannot be redeemed against any
treatments performed by visiting practitioners.

OPENING TIMES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
9.30am
10.30am
CLOSED

-

6:30pm
6:30pm
6.30pm
8.00pm
7.00pm
4.30pm

Dermaspa
Unit K, Haybrook Barn,
Newport Road, Broughton,
Milton Keynes, MK16 0HU
TEL: 01908 242023		
EMAIL: info@dermaspa.co.uk
@dermaspa_mk
dermaspa_mk
Dermaspa Milton Keynes

DERMASPA
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